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Vivaldi's violin concertos called "The Four Seasons" are one of the best known and loved
collections of string music in our time. Their programmatic nature, based on the lines of sonnets
printed along with the music, brings seasonal sights and sounds readily and delightfully to the
ear: the bird calls in "Spring," the swarm of wasps in "Summer," the hunters' horns in "Autumn,"
the winds and icy snow of "Winter."This volume contains these wonderfully evocative
masterpieces along with eight other concertos that comprise Vivaldi's complete Opus 8 —
including "The Storm at Sea," "Pleasure," and "The Hunt."Dr. Eleanor Selfridge-Field, a
recognized authority on music of the Italian Baroque, has researched primary sources in Italy to
prepare this specially commissioned, authoritative new edition. Together with its excellent scores
— new music plates have been prepared to create an unusually pristine and elegant edition —
the volume provides a thorough introduction to Vivaldi's music and times, a new English
translation of the original sonnets (with a guide to their linear placement in the scores), and
extensive editorial notes for students of the period.

“Professor Cord’s 163 pages encompass just about everything one needs to know about the
Ring outside of sitting down and listening to it…This handbook is definitely recommended for
the new Ring-goer, who may find here even more material than is needed at first, and it is
certainly recommended for the veteran.”—James Keolker, The Opera Quarterly“Mr. Cord has
accomplished his self-imposed assignment with the thorough hand of a scholar.”—Ruby Mercer,
Opera CanadaAbout the AuthorWilliam O. Cord is Professor Emeritus of Foreign Languages at
Sonoma State University (California). A recipient of Mexico's gold medal for his service to
Mexican literature, Dr. Cord now devotes his creative time to writing and lecturing on Richard
Wagner and his music dramas.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 7 - 242 are not
included in this sample.
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first purchase, “Such a good score. I play guitar and this is a good score for me.”

JO ANNE CROSBY, “needed this for a class it served my purposes, but it can also be used for
performers. This is a scholarly edition for cheap. Hooray! It has edits and the believed 'original'
notes in the back, and directions and such on the page, etc etc.”

Marcel VanDalfsen, “Very Nice Score. This is a very good musical score of Vivaldi's Four
Seasons and the rest of opus 8. My only disappointment was that the harpsichord (continuo)
was not scored (which would have been extremely useful in 'Autumn' or 'Storm at Sea').”

Annie, “Many thanks. Apart from the print was quite small, the rest were good.”

Geoffrey Morris Evans, “Five Stars. A great reference book.”

Patricia Crawford, “Five Stars. very good”

Cellobug, “It’s a good source. It is what it says it is.”

Nefertiti, “       .                                                     ”

The book by William O. Cord has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 39 people have provided feedback.
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